Information nights: First Friday of every month, held at Ipswich Country Club, 1a Samford
Road, Leichardt.
Meeting starts 7:15 pm, come along for Dinner beforehand if you like.
Branch Rides are held – First and Third Sunday of each month with Social rides anytime, check
the club website for details.
www.ipswichulysses.com
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Welcome to the November information night. With Christmas racing up towards
us at an alarming pace, I think all are looking forward to having a break, visit or be
visited and enjoy the festive season. Our branch Christmas Party is being held at
the Ipswich Knights Club House, 254 Brisbane Rd Booval on the 24th November.
It is a buffet style dinner with nibblies beforehand and dessert to end the night. The
flyer in the newsletter has more info, with 6:30 for 7 pm start. We will have
music from the amp and a guest singer on the night. Please pay your refundable
$10 per person tonight and let Paula know if you need any special needs in the
way of dietary requirements. The committee has decided to purchase Ulysses
business Cards for our members to carry and hand out to prospective members
who you meet in your riding travels. Paula is getting a stamp with our webpage
address to go on the back but you can either leave it like that or write your own
contact number on it. We have met up with some wonderful people who are
interested in joining our merry band in the last month or so and it would have helped to have a card to hand to
them explaining who we are and what we are about. I am always happy to take any calls from prospective
members so I am more than happy for you to hand out my mobile #0433 874512. The Ipswich Country Club
has apologised for the mix up and pre-booking for an afternoon tea in our venue room this month.
Unfortunately, these mistakes do happen from time to time but as soon as we found out we went and had a talk
with them and they changed the times so that we could get into our room at 6:30 pm. Although it was
disappointing, that the early diners needed to eat at the tables in the bar area, we can’t complain too loudly as
this is the first time it has happed in two years and we must remember we don't pay for the use of the room.
They also donate very generously to our raffles on our information night.
The branch committee has decided that this year we will join the Easy Riders, social motorcycle club for their
Dawn Ride in February 2018. The ride itself starts at 5 am and there is breakfast provided for a minimal
fee. For those who have not had the feeling of riding with a group of riders when the sun comes up I would
suggest that you try and attend this ride. Having been on the ride previously I can guarantee that the ride is at
speed limit at all times and rider safety is paramount. Some of the Easy Riders are Ulyssians and grow old
disgracefully, just like us.
A big thankyou to the member's who came along to my daughter Kim’s workplace and put many smiles on
many faces on the day. The residents loved the bikes especially Wal’s Gold Wing Outfit. At last count I believe
he had 18 pillions climb into his chair and go off into the distance. I believe there is another planned and we can
only hope it will be on a weekend when more members who couldn't make the workday ride will be able to
enjoy the day as much as we did this one So once again to the members who came along on the day thank you

. With the Christmas season comes the many Toy Runs which we can attend. The first is the Mount Lindesay
Toy Run on Saturday, 2nd December. The Branch committee have decided to make this Toy Run an official
branch ride. We consider Mount Lindesay a sister branch and we would love to see a good turnout from our
One in a Minion branch … yes that’s you. Leaving Maccas Yamanto at 9 am and travelling to Browns Plains.
The next Toy Run is the 10th December, the Ipswich Annual Toy Run organised by the Lockyer Branch. This
is a definite on our branch calendar. We will be leaving from Maccas Yamanto at 8 am to arrive at the Brassall
Shopping Centre. By arriving together we all get to ride together on the Toy Run, again as the One In a Minion
Branch…. Christmas attire or branch shirt, whichever you like. As per past years we can pick up riders at the
Brassall Primary School, if you are coming from the north side of town.
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Another event this year we would love to see you attend is Blings Christmas Lights Ride to be held on 22nd
December 2017 leaving from Maccas Yamanto at 6:30 pm. This will be a leisurely ride to have a look at the
Christmas decorated homes, with a stop for coffee somewhere sometime during the night. If you like dress your
ride or self with lights however, it would be best if we not ride the streets with Christmas lights ablazing but
turn them on as we arrive at the Christmas homes. Again, if you like we could be the One in a Minion Branch.
This month we are recommencing ‘30 Seconds of Fame’. This is your chance to advise the members of any
particular businesses that you feel we should be utilising or to spruik your own business. Last month Mario
came along and spoke about his band “The Humbugs” and invited us to attend his “Rock ‘n’ Roll the Night
Away”
evening on 11th November at Darra Cementco Bowls Club 7:30 am to 11:30 am. Call 0402180867 for more
info. See flyer in the newsletter, and thanks Mario for sharing with us.
Amanda and I attended the Mount Lindesay September Information Night. It is always great to visit other
branch information nights and feel the comradery just because we are Ulyssians. If you are keen to visit a
branch put a blog up and you may find others will come along with you. If you don’t have internet give me a
call, I am more than happy to come along with you / or put a blog up for you. We have stolen an idea from
Mount Lindesay Branch, and are commencing something new at our Branch. “How well do you know your
fellow member”. Tonight we will be picking a name from the sign on book, asking you to sit at the front of the
room whilst we ask the members some questions about you. We actually won’t know the answers either, and it
is up to you to let us know if we are right. Questions will be asked, members need to put their hand up to
answer (if no hand, and you call from the floor, a fine will be imposed). If the answer from the floor is correct,
a pressie will be in store. This is definitely not compulsory for you to participate, but we found it a really fun
thing, and were amazed about how little the members knew about their ride partner on the night. It made for
many conversations and laughter.
Thanks to the members who added some comments to our suggestion box at last month’s information
night. We are collating the comments but would like more ideas. There will be forms available on your
tables tonight to complete or ask a committee person for a form. We appreciate all thoughts and hope to
improve our branch and get more of you to come on rides, with your input.
I am very proud that our branch seems to be growing monthly with more and more interest being gained from
prospective members when we are out and about on our rides be it a branch ride or individual ride. I often
wonder why they are drawn to speak to us, is it the bikes, the laughter from the chatter, the wonderful shirts or
the Old Man patch. I don’t really mind what it is, but compared to other branches whose member numbers are
decreasing, we seem to be growing. Thanks everyone for wearing your branch shirt with pride and also wearing
the Old Man Patch with even more pride. For our newer members and prospective members our website has
loads of information about the Ulysses Club itself and our branch. Sometimes we forgot that we are
experienced Ulyssians who may forget to make sure everyone is informed. Eg no wearing of anything else on
the back of your vest when you have the Old Man patch on it etc. This info is on the website and the National
Website. There are many other things for us to revisit and to share with new members
which may come up when we are handing our cards out. Questions which we have had
and you may encounter from prospective members have been “What do I get for my
membership”, “Why should I join Ulysses Club”, “What’s different about Ulysses
compared to other Social riding Clubs” our questions about ride etiquette amongst
other things. We are always looking to build the branch because of the friendship that I
believe is in our branch and amongst the Club itself. Like any good Boy Scout or Girl
Scout…. Be prepared!
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It’s been a quiet month for ride reports as the weather has been pretty
cactus and some rides cancelled, hopefully we can get some in soon, 2
Toy runs coming up should be great fun especially if we get out our
Minion Gear on.
Many thanks must go to Mick, Crash and Julz for sending in some stories, newsletter would be a
bit thin this month without out them so thanks Chaps.
Hope everyone has got their Hawaiian outfits sorted for the Christmas party, if you have some
table decorations that you would like to bring along please do, it should be a great night.
Also dressing up as Minions for the Toy runs will be fun, Yakki and I have got our gear sorted
and are looking forward to it.
I was pleased to see my Old mate the Sherriff win TWICE on the raffle last meeting, every
meeting I sit next to him and he goes off about never winning so I am hoping for a whinge free
meeting this time. LOL!
I thought the suggestion box was a good idea and we got some useful info from your
suggestions and will be acting on some of those soon.
Sue and I took a drive out to the Bull and Barley Pub at Cambooya, we met some of the Logan
Branch while we were there, it’s a nice spot so we may lead a ride out there in the New Year.
We are just about out of free weekends this side of Christmas now.

Anyway enough from me, take care .
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What another great branch night, seeing it is getting warmer more members are
venturing out to our meetings. We had 2 new members join up. It was good to see
that Wheels is now a Ulysses Member, the smile on his face was priceless.
The ride to Warwick was disastrous it was windy all day with rainy patches, I left at 3pm and it poured all the
way home, I was lucky to see 10 feet in front of me.
When there is a spare Sunday Spook and I have a wonderful ride planned to make up for it.

$$ FINES $$
Chopper-not turning off indicators and hitting a car when dismounting.
Crash- Another one that doesn’t know how to turn off indicators, buying a camera and not
knowing how to use it, Crash, you still owe your $2. Interest rates apply.
Splitty-passing the Ride Leader….Oh Dear!
Erik-not using indicators, new bike mustn’t have any!
Smurf-stuffing up 2 rides, not a good idea.
Ado-spilling a drink on my wife and she had to go to work sticky and wet ‘Not Happy Jan’.
Spook (Mr 110%) – Spook does everything by the book, it has taken me 2 and a half years to
get some dirt on him but our ride coming back on the Warrego Highway, I was behind him and
he had his indicators on for 6.8kms , it will probably be another couple of years before I get
him again.
BIRTHDAYS

Mad Dog and Smurf

Milestones. Erik 60 years and
Amanda and Di, 10 year
Badges.
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SCRATCHIES.
Ado won 2 and Spook won the other ‘Good luck to both’.
NAMING.
John Scott is now known as, wait for it………………’Scotty’

MISHAP AWARD.
Went to our own Padre, he not only came off his bike but three times.

Quote of the Month
Stay healthy and safe.
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Hi all, Well another month has come and gone. My thanks to those who put their hands up to
lead the rides.
Up-coming Rides :
03 NOV – INFO NIGHT
05 NOV — CRASH’S Mystery Ride. Departing Yamanto Macca’s 0830 am
19 NOV — Ride to Kilcoy to meet IMBIL Participants. Departing Kara Lee Shopping Centre
0800 am.
24 NOV —BRANCH CHRISTMAS PARTY
01 DEC — INFO NIGHT
02 DEC — BRANCH RIDE-MT LINDSEY TOY RUN Departing Macca’s Yamanto at 0900 am
(cost $ 10.00 )
03 DEC — BRUNSWICK HEADS led by Jo and Departing Macca’s Yamanto 0830 am
17 DEC — TBA ( NEED A RIDE LEADER )
22 DEC — BLINGS NIGHT LIGHTS RIDE Departing Macca’s Yamanto 1830 (630 pm )

YOU KNOW YOU’RE GETTING OLDER WHEN YOU TRY TO STRAIGHTEN OUT THE WRINKLES IN
YOUR SOCKS ONLY TO DISCOVER YOU’RE NOT WEARING ANY.
AGE IS A QUESTION OF MIND OVER MATTER, IF YOU DON’T MIND , THEN IT DOESN’T
MATTER.
MAY YOU NEVER KISS THE TAR
SMURF #54212
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Hi all,
I have spent some time finding all our newsletters and re-arranged them, so they now have their
own page. You can now just go on the “Newsletter” page, and there they all are.
There are a few of them missing but I will try and find them.
If you were wondering what we were up to in December 2013, then just go to the newsletter
page and click on the December 2013 button and voila, there it is. And by the way, that was
when our branch was just born.

Have a good and virus-free month.
Cheers,
Lumberjack
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John ‘Scotty’ had day surgery on the 12th October, all went well and he can’t wait to come on our
rides.
As far as I know everyone is doing well, please let me know if you are not well or would just like to
talk, I am here and what is said to me, stays with me.
Remember there are always members, their families and friends of our Branch who are doing it
tough and sometimes need a little TLC, Look after each other.
We had a great day at the Bolton Clark Retirement Village. The residents enjoyed the bikes and it
was great to be able to do something good for others in the community. Kimberley was very
pleased with us turning up.

God bless and safe riding
I am not on the Internet so please call 0418187177 between 9am and 6pm.
Rizzo #59819

Did you know…
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The visible universe contains an estimated 400billion galaxies, each containing about 400 billion stars.Our sun is about one million
times heavier than the Earth. It is also about one million times the size.A litre of water weighs exactly one kilogram. If you had a litre
of ‘Sun’, it would also weigh about a kilo.The Sun’s surface is about 6,000 degC. The core is about 15,000,000 degC.In the world as we
know it, everything is made of atoms. If you were the incredible shrinking man (…or woman)and could look inside an atom, you’d see
mostly space. If the nucleus of the atom were a grape, the atom would be 200m in diameter.
At the dawn of the universe, things were quite different.
If the Sun were compressed x10, it would be denser than any object in the Solar System.
If it were compressed further x10, it would be the size of Earth, but 1,000,000 times heavier.
If it were compressed further x1000, it would be 6km in diameter. A teaspoon of matter would weigh one billion tonnes!
In this compressed Sun, atoms lose their individuality.
(By the way, this process of stellar collapse in happening NOW! …about one hundred times each second in the universe.…or about
each 30 years in our galaxy. It’s called supernova.)
Chinese chronicles record a continuous bright yellow light day and night for several weeks in the year 1054.
Keep compressing our Sun by another 100,000 times. The Sun is now the size of a basketball.
One teaspoon of matter weighs 1024 tonnes. …that’s 1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 tonnes. Try slam-dunking that!!
Keep compressing by a factor of x10,000,000. The entire visible universe is now the size of a cricket ball!
We are familiar with Einstein’s famous equation E=Mc2, which describes the relationship between mass and energy.
As matter is compressed, it is increasingly consumed, emitting large amounts of energy. (That’s how an atomic bomb works.)
In our basketball, energy dominates; matter is about 1 part in 1025, that’s 1 followed by 25 noughts.
This is what the universe was like the instant after the big bang. We are now at the beginning of time, 13.8 billion years ago.
BB + a few minutes, the only element in existence was hydrogen (element number 1).
Hydrogen atoms collided to form helium (element 2). (That’s the way a hydrogen bomb works).
90% of all helium now existing formed at this time.
BB + 100,000 years, the universe cooled to 10,000 degC.
BB + 300,00 years, the universe cooled to a rather pleasant 3,000 degC as featureless cooling gas.
Gravity causes the gas to coalesce. Hydrogen continues to convert to helium. Further collisions result in formation of lighter
elements, including carbon (element 6).
These collisions release energy and in the next 10,000,000 years, core temperatures of these coalesced masses rise.
Eventually, the helium becomes exhausted. Gravity causes the core to collapse and its temperature rises to 600,000,000 degC.
In this environment, all the elements up to iron (element 26) are created. The core once again collapses.
As it collapses, the core temperature increases to 15,000,000,000 degC (…that’s 1,000 times hotter than the core of our Sun).
BOOM!! The star explodes, spewing all these newly created chemical elements out into the universe.
Boom + several weeks and the outward shock wave explodes to the surface.
The relatively light elements up to iron created in the core collide with each other and form the heavier elements up to uranium
(element 92).
On 1st November 1952, 7:14am on the island of Eniwetok in the Pacific Ocean, a hydrogen bomb test was carried out.
Following the explosion, traces of fermium (element 100) were detected in the bomb debris. Element 100 does not exist in nature.
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Every atom… the calcium in your teeth, the phosphorus in your bones, the silicon in beach sand, the iron in the chair you’re sitting
on…every one of these atoms was created in the core of a hot star. Only there are the conditions suitable.
Next time you ride your bike, just think. Every atom of iron, vanadium, molybdenum, nickel and manganese in the steel, the
chromium in the polished chrome, the aluminium in the wheels
The copper in the coins in your pocket …the gold and silver in your wedding ring!! Every single atom was created in the core of now
extinct stars and exploded out into space.
Think of their journey through time and space. Hmmm, I’m feeling a bit insignificant right about now.

Mick ‘Noddy’ Rodgers.

Ed- does that explain the 10 cent piece that wrecked
your tyre –
It was a cosmic event?

Just asking.

This month’s letters to the Editor.
Dear Editor, I have 2 Blue Fin Rainbow Fish, I was wondering how to tell the sex of them, I was going to ask Malcolm
Turnbull about it but figured you were smarter.

Dear Piscatorially Challenged reader, you’re right, I am smarter than Malcolm Turnbull so you
have come to the right place, apparently the male of the species has longer feathery like fins
and the female is smaller, not much meat on any of them so I don’t know why you keep them
really.
Dear Editor, What does a girl have to do around here to get a ‘nickname ‘ Crikey I was on the first ever club
ride and I was even on the committee for a stint! Fair suck of the Sav and Stone the flamin’ Crows, it just not on!

Dear ‘No Name’ seeing that you have put it so nicely this now been sorted, but be careful what
you wish for.
Dear Editor, How come my Husband is always right?
Dear Reader, I have had the pleasure of knowing your husband for some time now and yes he is
always right, he’s a top bloke actually.
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My adventures in Broome, West Kimberley –
From Julz
Ngaji-Mingan (hello how are you – Jawuru Language)
Some of you would know that I am lucky enough with my
work to do a little bit of travel. The trip I am on at the
moment is definitely toward the top of my work trips list, so
I thought I would share my experience with you.
I am in Broome as a secondee from my usual job, working
on a project for the Kimberley Land Council. This has been
arranged as a part of the Jawun Organisation who work hard
to match up obviously fantastically skilled and enthusiastic
people like me, with Indigenous organisations who need the
sort of skills that people like me and the others I am here
with have in abundance! There are nine regions in Australia
where I could have ended up, from Arnhem Land, or the middle of Sydney, or the Central Coast or indeed the
West Kimberley which is where I am.
I know some of you will have seen the amazing photos I have shared on Facebook, which is making it look like
this trip is nothing but sunshine, beaches and smiles, but I would really like to share with you a bit of honesty,
and the often confronting learnings that we are experiencing here in amongst the magic of the place.
During our Induction Week here in Broome we travelled to some remote regions which are nothing but
breathtaking. We have walked on land that you wouldn’t normally go to without the permission of a Traditional
Owner and it is in those places that I started to understand the deep spirit of this place. It draws you in, it almost
envelopes you in emotion and if you let yourself sit and close your eyes you can’t help but absorb 70,000 years
of Aboriginal history and start to understand dreamtime and culture.
During a chat with a Traditional Owner by the name of Jimmy, he was busily talking to us about some bush
tucker that would be collected near a waterhole we were at. He told us a story about his ancestors many, many
years ago who were forced to show some Pastoralists where the local waterholes were. His great-grandma
carted some of her children and other family on the trek to the waterhole to show the pastoralists.
Once the Pastoralists knew where to find water, they no longer needed the family and so they massacred them
on the spot.
The quietness and stillness of the place suddenly took hold when Jimmy finished telling us this story, and if I
am honest, I am a little haunted by the look on his face as he told us this awful, awful history. It’s not that long
ago and it certainly isn’t long enough ago for Jimmy.
There are many, many more stories that are similar to that one. There are families here who are a part of what
we call the Stolen Generation. More than just a news story, these are real people who are forever affected by
recent history.
But there is resilience, there is patience and there is such a kindness and generosity of the Aboriginal people we
are here with. I will always want to come back to this brilliant landscape that we are experiencing and the sense
of pride that I am certain we will all bring home with us. I have put my foot inside a 130 million year old
dinosaur footprint, I’ve eaten oysters picked from the bottom of a mangrove tree, and I’ve laughed and smiled
and made what feels like a million new friends.
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There are a couple of very important things that I will bring home with me.
1. You have two eyes, two ears and one mouth and it is a great idea to use them in that order!
2. Dadirri. A special unique gift of the Aboriginal people is inner deep listening and quite still awareness.
Dadirri recognises the deep spring that is inside all of us. Aboriginal people learn to listen from their infanthood
– they could not have survived all this time unless they listened.
That’s it from me on the half way point through this incredible journey. learning more than I could have ever
expected. I might shut up now and get busy doing some quiet listening.
Galiya – Goodbye
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WHO ARE YOU?
Name
Ulysses Member
Nickname
Partners Name
Occupation
Current/Previous Bike
I got into riding when
Toughest Ride
My life began when

Ken Lowry
#42291
BUZZ
‘Position Vacant’
Environmental Waste Officer
Plenty, now 2010,1800 Goldwing,2016
Indian Scout
I joined the Army in 1975
Haven’t had one yet
60 years ago

I am really bad at

Cooking

I am really good at

Working

My hobbies are

Reno’s and Grandkids

Favourite Movie

Good old Aussie movies

Major dislikes
Best time of my life
Smartest thing I’ve done
Advice to new riders.

Rudeness and pushy people
Being a Dad
Haven’t done it yet
Listen, observe and respect for others
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MEET JAKE
This is jake, one off my dogs, what breed is
he, mmmm, we have no idea.
Jakes story began when Sue I and I decided
to get a mate for our miniture poodle
Pepe.
Sue found him on the pet rescue site, he
had been found on the street in Kingaroy,
he had no hair and they had to operate for
a hernia and his tessticles were in his
tummy. He was 7kg and didn’t look
anything like this photo.
So, one phone call, $500 and 6 hours later
Jake was at our door, his first act of terror
was to bite Kaitlyn our granddaughter ,
right on the nose and then he had a go at
anyone who came through the front door,
Sue was all set to give him back.
Every time someone came to our door I had to lock him out on the patio so they could get in the house, and
then let him have a sniff through the screen door, then cautiously let him back in to check them out, this
procedure went on for about 2 months until he got to know friends and family.
Well here we are eight months on, he’s now 15gk and only 15” to the top of his head. So what breed is he?
Sue had to know, so she sent for a DNA test kit at cost of $50, we did the swab, sent it back and they sent us a
whole page of letters and numbers and a DNA certificate yahoo!
You think this is the end of it, not yet, the certificate does not say what breed he is WTF?
A quick phone call revealed we got what we paid for, a DNA profile, so I told the lady on the phone, we only
want to know what breed he is, no problem says the lady, that will be another $150, I said #*&^$$%^####
ahhhhh.
Sue had to know, there’s no stopping her, so there goes another $150, this pooch is costing me a fortune, but
on the other hand the door to door sales and charity people don’t come up our driveway anymore, one look
and they bypass us, for little dog he has the loudest bark I have ever heard and still scares the hell out Sue if
she’s not ready for it.
Well here we are nearly 4 weeks after our first DNA, so what is Jake, he is a new breed, it’s called Heinz.
Well nearly, he is 56% Maltese, 8% Australian Terrier, 2% Border Collie, 2% American (Pit Bull), 1.9% Poodle.
And the rest is 46 other breeds, including Silky terrier, Rottweiler ect.
PS. The pit bull part is the one who won’t let people in the front door. LOL.
From Ross (Crash.)
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Upcoming events.
The Christmas Party should be another great night for the Branch, please bring some seasonal
decorations or battery operated, XMAS toys to help make the tables look festive.
We have 2 Toy runs we are planning to attend, as we have mentioned, we are the Branch in a
Minion! Therefore, we should all dress as Minions for these 2 rides if you can, it should be a bit
of fun and we will certainly stand out.
Dress code for a well turned out Minion is a yellow hoodie / sweatshirt, jeans braces, boots
and goggles as illustrated below. If you’re feeling mischievous a purple Minion is an evil one, I
don’t know why but I immediately thought of Ado with this one.
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FOR SALE.
Harley Davidson gear,
Vests, Jacket, shirts and Helmets, all genuine HD apparel, contact the
Sherriff for details, 0458103939.

Mario’s

band are playing at Darra Cementco bowls club, so if you like

a bit of Rock and Roll, it will be a great night out.
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Ulysses Club Inc.
Draft Code of Conduct

15th June 2017

Applicability of the Code
The Code applies to all Ulysses Club members, their proxies and nominated members of committees,
employees, or groups formed to assist the Ulysses Club conduct its business.
The Code applies at all Ulysses Club meetings, official visits and events and any other official gathering or
meetings where individuals are representing the Ulysses Club

Member Conduct
1 As a Ulysses Club Committee member, we will;
· act ethically and with integrity; · make decisions fairly, impartially and promptly, considering all available
information, legislation, policies and procedures; · treat members of the public and colleagues with respect,
courtesy, honesty and fairness, and have proper regard for their interests, rights, safety and welfare; ·
not harass, bully or discriminate against colleagues, members of the public and employees; · contribute to a
harmonious, safe and productive work environment by our work habits, and professional workplace
relationships; and · fulfilling our purpose as Committee members.

2 Communication and official information – we will:
· not disclose official information or documents acquired through any Ulysses Club Committee, other than as
required by law or where proper authorisation is given by The Committee. · not misuse official information
for personal or commercial gain for myself or another; · adhere to legal requirements, policies and all other
lawful directives regarding communication with members of the media and members of the public generally;
and · respect the confidentiality and privacy of all information as it pertains to individuals.

3 Fraudulent and corrupt behaviour – we will: · not engage in fraud or corruption; · report any fraudulent or
corrupt behaviour; and · be accountable for the decisions and input we provide.

Accepted at the National Committee meeting 1 July 201
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THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS

And his staff Denise & Bev for
printing out Newsletter
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The Police in Dubai have announced that they’ll soon be flying around on electric hoverbikes.
The Hoversurf Scorpion was unveiled at the Gitex Technology Week conference and can reach speeds of up to
70km/h.
It can fly at heights of up to five metres, meaning cops can get over traffic if need be.
"The bike can also fly without a passenger and and can go up to six kilometres," First Sergeant Ali Ahmad
Mohammad told Gulf News.
"It can fly for 25 minutes and can carry up to 300kg of weight at a speed of 70kph."

Disclaimer: The committee feel compelled to include a disclaimer in this Newsletter which states that: we take no
responsibility for the content of this Newsletter now, before or in the future. The content of this Newsletter is
largely written and /or submitted by the members at large and where that content will fit it will be included and
where possible.
However, we will endeavor to publish only that material deemed appropriate to this branch and if any offence
has been given then it was not intentional and will be rectified where possible.
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